Asian Chapter, Special Libraries Association (SLA)

Sixth International Conference of Asian Special Libraries
(ICoASL 2019)

On

Libraries and Librarianship in Digital Plus Era

14-16 February 2019
New Delhi, India

in association with

Institute of Economic Growth  Ambedkar University, Delhi  Society for Library Professionals

First ICoASL 2008 was held in New Delhi, India during 26-28 November 2008
Second ICoASL 2011 was held in Tokyo, Japan during 10-12 February 2011
Third ICoASL 2013 was held in Manila, Philippines during 10-12 April 2013
Fourth ICoASL 2015 was held in Seoul, South Korea during 22-24 April 2015
Fifth ICoASL 2017 was held in Yogyakarta, Indonesia during 10-12 May 2017

Venue:
14th February 2019: Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi- 110007
15th February 2019: Ambedkar University Delhi, Kasmere Gate, Delhi- 110006
16th February 2019: Social and Library Tour

Contact:
Dr P K Jain, Librarian, IEG, Delhi, India. Mobile: +91 9899110787. Email: pkjain1310@gmail.com
Dr Debal Kar, Librarian, AUD, Delhi, India. Mobile: +91 9811392242. Email: debal.kar@gmail.com